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Abstract

This paper describes the Machine Transla-
tion (MT) system submitted by the NLPRL
team for the Tamil – English Indic Task at
WAT 2019. We presented the Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) system based on the
Transformer approach. Training and perfor-
mance of the model are evaluated on the En-
Tam corpus (An English-Tamil Parallel Cor-
pus) collected by researchers at UFAL (Insti-
tute of Formal and Applied Linguistics). The
evaluation of the model done using Adequacy,
BLEU, RIBES, and AM-FM scores, and the
model improves translation in terms of Ade-
quacy, RIBES and AM-FM as compared to the
baseline.

1 Introduction

Asia1 is home to billions of people who speaks
about 2,300 languages. The population of the con-
tinent is about six times that of Europe. A major-
ity of Asians speak languages which are, in terms
of language resources and tools, low to medium
resource languages. The causes of this may be
historical, economic, social and political, but this
fact has technical implications. There is a need
to develop Machine Translation (MT) systems to
bridge the communication gap between peoples of
Asian countries, not just between Asian and Euro-
pean countries. There are continued efforts in this
direction, but the lack of resources poses a chal-
lenge, which requires innovative solutions. The
work presented here is not very innovative, but can
be treated as an incremental step in this direction.

We discuss here our submission to the In-
dic Task for Tamil – English language pair
(Ramasamy et al., 2012a) at the 6th workshop
on Asian Translation or WAT 2019 (Nakazawa
et al., 2019). Neural Machine Translation (NMT)

1https://www.worldatlas.com/

(Sutskever et al., 2014) has been revolutionary for
MT in the past few years.

Tamil comes under the family of Dravidian lan-
guages, spoken mostly in a southern state (Tamil
Nadu) of India. If we consider a standard sentence
in Tamil, the order is usually subject-object-verb
(SOV), but object-subject-verb (OSV) is also com-
mon. While English follows subject-verb-object
(SVO), therefore, Tamil-English language pairs
can be considered distant language pairs. The two
have very different word order, apart from other
differences. Therefore, a major requirement of
MT system for this language pair is to handle word
order better.

2 Related work

In the last few decades, a number of works have
been done on Machine Translation (MT), the ini-
tial attempt was made in the 1950s (Booth, 1955).
A number of approaches have been tried out by re-
searchers, for example, rule-based MT (Poornima
et al., 2011), hybrid-based MT (Salunkhe et al.,
2016), and data-driven MT (Wong et al., 2006).
All of these approaches have their own advantages
and disadvantages.

Rule-based approaches (Kasthuri and Kumar,
2013) cover rules based on linguistic knowledge
about source and target languages in the form of
dictionaries and grammars, and it covers the mor-
phological, syntactic and semantic characteristics
of each language, respectively.

Data-driven approaches rely on corpus analy-
sis and processing. It covers Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) (Ramasamy et al., 2012b),
Example-based Machine Translation (EBMT)
(Carl and Way, 2003) and Neural Machine Trans-
lation (NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014). SMT works
on a large parallel corpus and does translation
based on a statistical model. It relies on a combi-

https://www.worldatlas.com/
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nation of language model as well as a translation
model with decoding algorithms. On the the other
hand, EBMT uses available translated examples
to perform translation based on analogies. This
is executed by detecting examples that coincide
with the input. Then the alignment is performed
to locate those parts of the translation that can
be reused. Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
(Sutskever et al., 2014) came into the prominence
around 2014. (Choudhary et al., 2018) train an
NMT model using pre-trained word-embedding
(Al-Rfou’ et al., 2013) along with subword units
using Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al.,
2015). Several models have been trained on vari-
ous datasets and have given promising results.

Hybrid-based MT (Simov et al., 2016) is the
combination of rule-based methods and any of the
data-driven approaches.

Our paper describes experiments on using the
transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017)
that we tried with English and Tamil language pair
and it achieves a better result than the shared task
baseline.

3 System Description

This section covers the dataset, preprocessing, and
the experimental setup required for our systems.

3.1 Datasets

For the Indic Task, we use the EnTam Corpus col-
lected by researchers at UFAL (Ramasamy et al.,
2012a). EnTam Corpus contains development,
training, and test data. The training data includes
around 160,000 lines of parallel corpora. The data
belongs to three domains: Cinema, News, and
the Bible. The development and test data contain
1000 and 2000 lines of parallel corpora, respec-
tively. Before performing training, we preprocess
the data using SentencePiece library2.

3.2 Preprocessing

NMT models usually operate on a fixed size vo-
cabulary. Unlike most unsupervised word seg-
mentation algorithms, which assume an infinite
vocabulary, SentencePiece trains the segmentation
model such that the final vocabulary size is fixed,
e.g. 8000 (8K), 16k, or 32k. We tried Senten-
cePiece on vocabulary sizes of 50,000 and 5,000
symbols. Indic sentences have a large vocabulary

2https://github.com/google/
sentencepiece

due to complex morphology, but size of the train-
ing data is limited. Hence, to deal with Indic cor-
pora, we decided to use a vocabulary size of 5,000
symbols for source and target byte-pair encoding,
respectively.

3.3 Experimental Setup
We trained two models, namely, Tamil – English
and English – Tamil. For training the model, We
use fairseq, a sequence modelling toolkit 3. Our
models are based on Transformer network. The
number of encoder and decoder layers is set to
5. Encoder and decoder have embedding dimen-
sions of 512. Embeddings are shared between en-
coder, decoder, and output, i.e., our model requires
shared dictionary and embedding space. The em-
bedding dimensions of encoder and decoder in the
feed-forward network are set to 2048. The num-
ber of encoder and decoder attention heads are set
to 2. The models are regularized with dropout,
label smoothing and weight decay, with the cor-
responding hyper-parameters being set to 0.4, 0.2
and 0.0001, respectively. Models are optimized
with Adam using β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.98. We per-
form the experiments on an Nvidia Titan Xp GPU.

4 Results and Analysis

RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010), BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), and AM-FM (Banchs et al., 2015)
scores of our submitted systems are shown in Ta-
ble 1, Table 2, and Table 3 resepectively. WAT
2019 organizers evaluate all the submitted sys-
tem using Adequacy, BLEU, RIBES, and AM-FM
scores, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. It
is known that Tamil and English follow different
word orders, therefore we have to focus on word
order for translation. On considering word order,
our system performs well on RIBES metric, as
shown in Figure 2. If we go through AM-FM score
in Figure 2, our system still works well, keeping
in view the preservation of semantic meaning and
syntactic structure. Overall, if we consider Ade-
quacy score, System beats the baseline model and
top performer for English-to-Tamil among all the
submitted systems as shown in Figure 1 and Fig-
ure 2.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we report our submitted system. We
train our system for Tamil-to-English and English-

3https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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Figure 1: Official bar chart showing Adequacy Evaluation for Tamil–English and English–Tamil Indic languages
shared task at WAT 2019.

Figure 2: Official bar chart showing Adequacy, BLEU, RIBES and AM-FM scores of top systems submitted in the
Tamil–English and English–Tamil Indic languages shared task at WAT 2019.

System Baseline Our System
Tamil–English 0.728999 0.748829
English–Tamil 0.634551 0.647579

Table 1: RIBES score of Tamil–English and English–
Tamil System submitted by our team at WAT 2019.

System Baseline Our System
Tamil–English 24.46 23.89
English–Tamil 11.73 9.39

Table 2: BLEU score of Tamil–English and English–
Tamil System submitted by our team at WAT 2019.

System Baseline Our System
Tamil–English 0.663930 0.682170
English–Tamil 0.769600 0.783550

Table 3: AM-FM score of Tamil–English and English–
Tamil System submitted by our team at WAT 2019.

to-Tamil language pairs. The system is based on
Transformer-based Neural Machine Translation.
We evaluate our system using Adequacy, BLEU,

RIBES, and AM-FM. Based on the official scores
of Adequacy released by WAT 2019, We found
that our system performs well on preserving word
order and semantic-syntactic features on transla-
tion and performs better than the baseline.
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